ATTENTION !!!
BECAUSE OF THE NUMBER OF CATEGORIES AND COMPETITORS HERE, WE
WILL PLACE IMPORTANT INFORMATION !!!
1. Do not wait for the last minute with the reservation of accommodation. Zielona Góra
is a city with 160,000 inhabitants. It is not a big city. The number of overnight stays is
limited. A lot of groups have already booked accommodation and we have fewer and
fewer places. Expensive hotels are already practical all booked. There are even
cheaper accommodation in the dorms. If you want to be sure that there will be space
for you, contact Magda hotel2018@wp.pl
2. On the site we have placed information about the aqua park - read it.
3. Transfers from airports can be booked until 10.06 after this date we can not guarantee
the transfer. Do not wait !
4. On Sunday after the competition, we invite MC couples and Formations MC and LGF
for the after party. Immediately after the competition, we will go to Grape Town
Hotel. There is good fun waiting for you, together with the Judges, dancers and
organizers. We want the competition to finish around 20.00 and later at the after party.
5. 56 volunteers are involved in the organization of the competition. We will do
everything to make your stay uninterrupted and in a good atmosphere
6. Detailed program of the competition will be given after 10.06 as we will know the
amount of all players and formations.
7. MC free style couples - important information: on Saturday after the first days of the
competition, we want to make a video with you. What does it mean? we will record
you during the training and after the quarterfinals we want to interview you. For what?
we want to change the presentation of your category. We want the RnR MC free style
to be presented as a television show. We want to use the materials at the next
competitions in the autumn season and, above all, at the competition in Miami. There
will be 10-12 seconds clips, about you. These clips will be presented before entering
the dance floor during the finals. We will also be doing reports about you and about
the competitions. We need your commitment. Prepare a few sentences about you and
in one sentence, for example: "we came to you, see what we can do" or "greet Miami
and now it's our turn" or We're ready to show you something special "Each couple will
have an individual clip.
8. Sign up for the rehearsals for formation. Book the most convenient time for you.
9. Transfers A special documents are being prepared with transfers from airports. There
you will find a meeting place at the airport. Berlin-Tegel- entrance terminal B, check
at the plan where is it. There will be our volunteers waiting for you. Berlin- Shonefeldentrance terminal A , check at the plan where is it. There will be our voulunteers
waiting for you. Poznan- main entrance. There will be our volunteers waiting for you.
Babimost- main entrance. There will our volunteers waiting for you.

10. If you want to eat in the city "Polish Cuisine" is http://winiarnia-bachus.pl/. Next to this lot
of restaurants you can have a nice time there.
the attraction in our city are "bachuses" http://bachusiki.zgora.pl/ these are the sculptures of
the city artist. If you pick up a map from the Tourist Information Office, you can find all
Bachusiki in the city.
11. Attention! First come to the sporthall CRS to register. At the registration office, you will get
starting numbers, info, hotel vouchers. After registration you can go to the hotel. Those who
use transfer will be taken from airport to the sporthall. You will have 30/40 min for
registration. After that buses will take you to the hotels.
12. If you're asking about the gadgets, below some details: Retro'n'Roll Gadgets: T-shirt EUR 15
Cup EUR 10 RnR bags EUR 17 CD EUR 12- 18 new tracks specially produced by DJ. Caps are
only as rewards.

On Sunday, 17.06, a description of transfers from airports and hotels to competitions.

SOON NEXT IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR YOU!

